Abstract Multi-phase microstructures with high mechanical contrast phases are prone to microscopic damage mechanisms. For ferrite-martensite dual-phase steel, for example, damage mechanisms such as martensite cracking or martensite-ferrite decohesion are activated with deformation, and discussed often in literature in relation to their detrimental role in triggering early failure in specific dualphase steel grades. However, both the micromechanical processes involved and their direct influence on the macroscopic behavior are quite complex, and a deeper understanding thereof requires systematic analyses. To this end, an experimental-theoretical approach is employed here, focusing on three model dual-phase steel microstructures each deformed in three different strain paths. The micromechanical role of the observed damage mechanisms is investigated in detail by in-situ scanning electron microscopy tests, quantitative damage analyses, and finite element simulations. The comparative analysis reveals the unforeseen conclusion that damage nucleation may have a beneficial mechanical effect in ideally designed dual-phase steel microstructures (with effective crack-arrest mechanisms) through microscopic strain delocalization.
Introduction
In the last decades, novel advanced high-strength steels (AHSS) with more and more complex microstructures have been introduced (e.g., twinning-assisted plasticity steels [1, 2] , quench and partition steels [3, 4] , and carbide-free bainite steels [5, 6] ) to achieve superior mechanical performance compared to existing grades. Yet, the connection between the microstructure and the overall mechanical behavior is still not fully set even for the more established AHSS grades, such as dual-phase (DP) steels that have been present for decades [7] . The martensitic-ferritic microstructures of DP steels provide excellent combinations of high strength and good ductility [7] [8] [9] at low cost (i.e., low alloying content) and relatively simple thermomechanical processing (i.e., intercritical annealing). Thus, DP steels are nowadays being used or considered for different automotive components, e.g., for crash box structures.
The development of DP steels was triggered in the early 1970s and intensive research has been done since then. A huge experimental literature exists, which has shown the influence of martensite volume fraction [10, 11] , grain size of the constituents, and grain refinement [9, 12, 13] , as well as carbon content [14] , on the ultimate strength and ductility of DP steels. Models that account for such effects have been proposed and widely used, e.g., [15] [16] [17] .The influence of the morphology of the constituents has also been extensively studied, both from experimental and computational points of view, e.g., [18] [19] [20] .
A wider application of DP steels is hampered by the limited understanding regarding their failure mechanisms. For example, it is beneficial for weight reduction purposes to employ higher strength DP grades in automotive bodyin-white structures, as it would allow sheet thickness to be reduced. However, in such higher strength grades (with higher martensite content), activity of microstructural damage mechanisms may often lead to unpredicted failures during forming operations or upon crash [21, 22] . The limited understanding of the macroscopic fracture processes in DP steel arises from the presence of multiple microstructural damage mechanisms that exhibit complex interactions [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . As a consequence, the applicability of state-of-the-art damage models that aim at modeling multiple, interacting, damage nucleation mechanisms, e.g., [33, 34] , is limited by the possibilities for experimental characterization, see e.g., [29, 31] .
The challenge is thus clear: developing optimized martensite-ferrite microstructures that enable higher strengths in DP steels, while preserving good toughness. To this end, a vast variety of microstructure variations can be introduced in DP steels by small changes in the composition and/or thermomechanical processing [18, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . To guide this microstructure design process, micromechanicsbased foundations and design guidelines are needed that would ensure damage-prone microstructures. This research aims to provide an improved understanding in this direction.
There are many investigations in the literature on damage and failure mechanisms in DP steels [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] 29] . These reports reveal three general observations:
• Aside from the rarely seen damage incidents at ferrite grain boundaries (D FGB ), ferrite grain interiors (D FGI ), or around inclusions (D INC ), two main damage mechanisms are dominant in DP steel microstructures: martensite cracking (D MC ) and martensite-ferrite interface damage (D MFI ).
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• The relative activity of these two mechanisms, their activation regimes, and their role on the overall mechanical response are strongly microstructure and strain path dependent.
• While its mechanical effect is critical, the overall damage fraction is difficult to detect as it is in the order of few percent even at high deformation levels.
Given these points, it is clear that generic microstructure design guidelines cannot be provided through qualitative analysis of a single microstructure deformed in a single strain path, as is done in most previous works. Therefore, in this research, we aim to improve on this by employing an experimental-numerical approach that has various novelties: (i) Experiments focus on quantitative characterization of ductile damage evolution up to failure, at different strain paths and strain levels; (ii) For these experiments, a recently designed miniaturized Marciniak setup [43] and a novel image post-processing methodology are employed for statistically sound quantification of damage evolution; (iii) Different model DP microstructures (with variation in only a single microstructural variable at a time) are investigated using these techniques; and (iv) For a deeper understanding of the most relevant damage nucleation mechanisms, follow-up in-situ scanning electron microscope (SEM) deformation experiments and finite element simulations are also carried out.
In what follows, first the employed methodology is introduced in detail. The results are presented, starting with the identification of active damage mechanisms and quantification of their activity, followed by focusing on the factors determining the relative activity of the damage mechanisms through a discussion of the numerical results and in-situ damage nucleation images. The report is finalized with the conclusions.
Methodology Materials
To investigate systematically the influence of ferrite grain size and martensite volume fraction, different DP model microstructures are produced where a single microstructural parameter is changed at a time. These microstructures, referred in the text as fine-grained (l FG ), coarse-grained (l CG ), and high martensite (l HM ) microstructures, are designed by thermal processing of non-commercial DP600 and DP800 steel grades of 1 mm thickness from Tata steel IJmuiden (Fig. 1) . These base steels are chosen specifically, as they have almost equal (typical) concentrations of Mn, Si, and Cr, while differing only in C (0.092 vs. 0.147 wt%, respectively). The l CG is produced by reaustenization of DP600 alloy at 960°C for 10 min, followed by air cooling to room temperature, then intercritical annealing at 775°C for 30 min, and finally quenching to room temperature. To produce the l FG , the re-austenization duration of the same alloy is decreased to 1 min, 2 , keeping the other conditions of the treatment identical. Decrease in austenization duration limits the growth of austenite grains but identical intercritical annealing treatment ensures largely unaffected martensite volume fraction (*33 %) and morphology. To produce the l HM microstructure, DP800 steel is heat treated in the same manner as the l CG . For the same intercritical annealing temperature, the DP800 steel with higher carbon content produces a higher martensite volume percentage (*41 %) compared to the DP600 steel with lower carbon content, while the martensite carbon contents in both are, on average, identical (Fig. 1) .
Deformation experiments
Each of the three above-mentioned DP microstructures is deformed to fracture in three different strain paths: uniaxial tension (UAT), plane strain tension (PST), and biaxial tension (BAT). To carry out these deformation experiments, the miniaturized Marciniak setup with a punch diameter of 40 mm [43] , shown in Fig. 2a , is employed. A finite element analysis of this Marciniak test showed that the stress in the thickness direction is negligible and that indeed a UAT, PST, or BAT stress state is achieved [43] . Figure 2b -d shows digital image correlation (DIC) overlays of the von Mises strain fields measured in situ under optical microscopy, obtained in the three considered strain paths. Aramis software (GOM Gmbh.) is employed for the DIC analysis. These samples are further characterized for the quantitative damage analysis which is described next. Furthermore, for a detailed analysis of the damage nucleation and growth mechanisms, in-situ scanning electron microscope deformation experiments are carried out in an FEI Quanta 600F microscope.
Quantitative damage analysis
For a systematic quantitative analysis of the deformationinduced evolution of the damage mechanisms, a semi-automatic Statistical Damage Identification program is developed (in MATLAB) and employed in this study. Within this methodology, five cross sections representing five different strain levels (measured using DIC) are metallographically prepared in each sample that is deformed to fracture. Per each strain level, five images are taken at an optimized magnification of 4569 that ensures a large (i.e., representative) field-of-view and sufficient resolution. Following inter-image contrast/brightness homogenization, each image is analyzed in the gray value thresholdingbased image analysis algorithm (Fig. 3) . Each detected damage incident is also confirmed by the operator, and classified regarding the mechanism. Note that the damage Fig. 1 Optical microscopy images and SEM images (not shown) of a the l FG , b the l CG , and c the l HM microstructures, recorded at the center cross section (sheet thickness in vertical direction) of the specimen; no dependence of the generated microstructures on the prior sheet rolling direction was observed. Each optical image ac was first converted into black (martensite) and white (ferrite) images (top right subfigure of a-c), and then converted to a representative volume element (RVE) for FEM analysis (each SEM pixel is converted to a finite element to a total of *1000 9 800 elements), of which a zoom with martensite colored red (bottom right subfigure of a-c) shows the fine mesh used. Shown in d are the global stress-strain curves under uniaxial tension of the l FG , l CG , and l HM microstructures, with the point of plastic instability marked with a red cross. In dark red are shown the simulated stress-strain curves for each microstructure, which were fitted to the experimental curves by adapting the plastic model parameters (given in Table 1 ) (Color figure  online) incident density, i.e., the number of damage sites per area, is recorded instead of the more commonly used damage area fraction in order to reduce the otherwise large influence of a few large damage sites on the damage statistics. Note also that during the calculation of the damage incident density for a given strain level, a correction is applied to take into account the change in reference area due to the evolving in-plane strain and cross contraction along the thickness direction.
Modeling methodology
Optical microscopy images from l FG , l CG , and l HM specimens are binarized in MATLAB for clear classification of the martensite and ferrite regions. A 2D finite element mesh with bilinear square finite elements is generated on a representative portion of the image, such that the global martensite volume fraction is preserved. Periodic boundary conditions are applied to all representative volume elements (RVE).
The elastic phase parameters are adopted from [44] , i.e., a Young's modulus of 220 and 195 GPa for ferrite and martensite, respectively, and a Poisson's ratio of 0.3 for both phases. For each phase, the plastic deformation is modeled with a Ludwik-type stress-strain relationship
. Note that the effect of the crystal lattice misorientation of neighboring ferrite grains is not considered in such models. The Ludwik's model parameters, which are given in Table 1 , were fitted on the experimental data of Fig. 1d , where it is shown that a reasonable fit is achieved in the regime where the simulations are used in For each of the 3 strain paths, the strain fields have been used to calculate the evolution of the major strain, e Maj , as a function of the minor strain, e Min , which is shown in the inserts by the red curves. Note that at these critical strains the correlation of some subsets was lost due to large out-of-plane rotations at the specimen edge and detachment of the spray paint pattern at the specimen center, however, this did not interfere with the analysis (Color figure online) this work (below 5 % major strain). Interestingly, the ferrite yield strength increases from l CG to l FG , as expected from the Hall-Petch effect, and the martensite yield strength for the l HM is lower as might be expected from the larger martensite island size. A commercial finite element software package (MSC Marc) is used to perform the simulations. For each microstructure (l FG , l CG , and l HM ), three strain paths UAT, PST, and BAT are considered. The UAT is simulated by employing plane stress finite elements (free out-of-plane contraction) and by assigning displacement along the rolling direction, while keeping the other directions free. The PST condition is simulated employing plane strain finite elements (fixed thickness), by assigning displacement along the rolling direction and free transverse displacement. Finally, the BAT condition is simulated using generalized plane strain finite elements, which allow prescription of constant thickness change together with the usual displacement along the rolling direction (transverse direction is free to contract).
Results and discussion
Variation of strain path
Quantitative damage analysis
As a first step toward the goal of statistically relevant characterization of ductile damage evolution up to failure, all possible damage mechanisms in the three DP microstructures (l FG , l CG , and l HM ) and three strain paths (UAT, PST, and BAT) were extensively studied by exploiting the in-situ SEM capabilities of the miniaturized Marciniak setup. The five most relevant damage mechanisms are presented in Fig. 4 . These five mechanisms, which are also the dominant mechanisms observed in the literature [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] 29] , were chosen as categories in the Fig. 5 as function of the von Mises strain, with the vertical dashed lines denoting the strain level at the point of necking (i.e., global localization). Each data point was obtained by quantifying all damage incidents over five large-area (300 9 300 lm 2 ) SEM images, i.e., a total area of 450,000 lm 2 . This large amount of data allows for a very accurate determination of the averaged damage incident density. It should be noted, however, that the damage incident density inherently shows large variability due to the strong heterogeneity of the DP microstructure even in commercial grades, as can be observed by the wide error bands in Fig. 5 . Perhaps this inherent variability may also explain why, to our knowledge, such an extensive quantification of the relevant damage mechanisms as a function of strain level and for different strain paths and microstructures has not been carried out before.
The first aspect to note from Fig. 5 is that D FGB , D FGI , and D INC damage incidents are all clearly present, however, only to a limited extent; therefore, these mechanisms most probably do not play a critical role in controlling the necking and failure behavior. For this reason, the investigation will focus on the D MFI and D MC damage mechanisms, for which a number of interesting observations can be made as follows:
(1) D MFI is the dominant damage mechanism and its incident density increases from UAT to PST to BAT, whereas D MC is negligible at UAT, increases slightly at PST, but becomes important for BAT. (2) The necking strain is lowest for PST, which corresponds to the minimum that is typically found in forming limit diagrams. It may be surprising to see, however, that the BAT necking strain is much larger than that of UAT. (3) Whereas damage versus strain measurements typically show damage initiation only after a minimum strain threshold, followed by an exponential damage increase [45] , here all three load cases show that damage incidents are predominantly initiated at low strain levels, after which the total number of damage incidents saturates. This initial damage burst is particularly evident for BAT. (4) It is remarkable that the BAT damage evolution trend of D MFI and D MC looks very similar, which is also true for the coarse-grained and high martensite microstructures (shown below in Fig. 9 ). This suggests that both mechanisms are somehow linked.
Interestingly, the first three observations are in agreement with those of Tasan et.al [46] , where the total number of damage incidents was measured (only) at the point of necking and failure, for the commercial (parent) DP600 microstructure with the same chemical composition (note that no comparison with observation 4 could be made).
In order to understand these observations, a thorough experimental and numerical analysis, discussed below, was initiated, which led to the following hypothesis on a chain of events that links D MC to D MFI :
(a) Plastic straining in F: upon deformation, due to the lower yield strength of ferrite compared to martensite, the ferrite matrix quickly strains plastically. One can easily see that this hypothesis, in which D MFI is caused by D MC , can explain the peculiar similarity in BAT trend for D MFI and D MC (observation 4). It may also explain why most damage incidents initiate at low strain (observation 3), while at the same time the built up of stress in M explains the relatively high yield strength of DP steels. Moreover, the critical role of hydrostatic stress can explain why D MC primarily occurs at BAT [D MC is negligible for UAT (Fig. 5a ) and small for PST (Fig. 5b)] . Furthermore, the coupling of D MFI to D MC can explain that D MFI also increases from UAT to PST to BAT (observation 1). Lastly, the diffuse straining in combination with strain hardening may prevent the formation of percolation paths, and thus delaying global localization; such a necking retardation mechanism may explain the large necking strain at BAT (observation 2). Nevertheless, to test the validity of this D MC -D MFI hypothesis, additional numerical and experimental studies were conducted, which are presented next.
Microstructural simulations
First, numerical simulations of the (measured) fine-grained microstructure loaded at UAT, PST, and BAT to 5 % strain are investigated. To this end, Fig. 6 shows the hydrostatic stress and plastic strain fields. Note that the deviatoric stress (or von Mises stress) and volumetric strain are not shown as they scale with the plastic strain and hydrostatic stress, respectively, in the isotropic elasto-plastic model used (''Methodology'' section). Also no damage mechanisms were included in these simulations, as they would require the measurement of constitutive laws for damage initiation and growth; the fundamental challenges in obtaining such laws have been described in detail in [31] . Since these simulations do not include damage-induced strain relaxation and stress redistributions, care should be taken when comparing to experimental results.
Nevertheless, the simulations do provide qualitative insight in the differences in stress and strain state for the different strain paths.
Figure 6a-c shows that the equivalent plastic strain is higher in the ferrite matrix than the martensite islands and shows strain bands between 45 and 60°to the main loading direction, in agreement with [30] . Regarding the plastic strain magnitude and distribution in the ferrite, it is observed that, from BAT to PST to UAT, the strain localizes increasingly into peaks. Based on this trend, a decrease in D MFI from UAT to BAT would be expected; however, the opposite is observed in Fig. 5 , which indicates that another mechanism for damage in ferrite becomes active at PST and especially BAT.
The plastic straining releases the deviatoric stress in the ferrite matrix and, through stress redistribution (bounded by stress equilibrium at the phase boundaries), also the hydrostatic stress. This is seen in Fig. 6d -f, which shows that the hydrostatic stress is (much) higher in the martensite islands. Naturally, the hydrostatic stress increases with the change of loading from UAT to PST to BAT. This increase in hydrostatic stress explains the observed increase in fracture of martensite (i.e., D MC ) from UAT to PST to BAT (Fig. 5) .
The simulations thus support the first two steps of the D MC -D MFI hypothesis; however, because of the absence of damage mechanisms, the last two steps (regarding the coupling between D MC and D MFI ) cannot be investigated. Hence, two additional experiments were performed to examine the connection between D MC and D MFI .
In-situ SEM study
In the first additional experiment to study the evolution of individual damage incidents during the deformation, biaxial tension tests up to failure were performed in situ under SEM (SE-mode) observation using home-built miniaturized Marciniak setup, shown in Fig. 2a . The measured large-area (300 9 300 lm 2 ) in-situ SEM movies were analyzed in detail with respect to martensite cracking incidents and further deformation around these D MC sites. First of all, it was found that the areal density of D MC incidents at the surface was significantly lower than in the bulk, which is attributed to the lower hydrostatic stress at the surface. Still, many D MC incidents could be observed under biaxial loading, of which seven examples are given in Fig. 7 . It was found that most D MC incidents occurred in the smallest cross section of the irregularly shaped martensite islands, i.e., the thin martensite bridges. Moreover, it was observed that almost all D MC incidents initiated at the early stages of deformation, see Fig. 7b , and that D MC incidents were typically accompanied by one or more location of extreme plasticity in the surrounding ferrite, see Fig. 7c . This would be counted as D MFI damage in the damage quantification methodology, giving direct evidence for the hypothesis that D MC triggers D MFI . Finally, it should be noted that around most D MC -D MFI locations the localized extreme plastic straining spreads out into the neighboring ferrite grains resulting in diffuse deformation zones that can cover the complete ferrite grain, see Fig. 7d , thus supporting the necking retardation mechanism of the hypothesis. This mechanism of ferrite damage (i.e., highly localized ferrite deformation) activating diffuse deformation zones in the adjacent ferrite grains was also observed in situ in the microstructural martensite bands observed in commercial DP600 sheet [30] . Combining Figs. 5 and 7, it can be concluded that the early-initiated martensite cracking incidents are well enough dispersed to postpone the formation of percolation paths, which explains the late global localization.
3D depth profiling
In the second additional experiment to investigate whether the coupling between D MC and D MFI damage initiation is also present in the specimen interior, high-resolution 3D depth profiling is performed on the cross section of a 16 % biaxially strained fine-grained specimen. To this end, a series of flat profiles are made approximately 300 nm apart. Note that the high requirements on surface roughness rule out the (Nital) surface etching, used before to distinguish between martensite and ferrite phases. Instead, precision polishing is used to reproducibly remove a *300 nm surface layer, while SEM imaging in backscatter electron (BSE) imaging mode is used to identify the martensite and ferrite phases by the difference in channeling contrast (note that martensite shows much finer spatial variations in channeling contrast due to its much finer substructure compared to that of the relatively coarse ferrite sub-grains). This identification procedure was verified in detail using electron backscatter diffraction analysis (not shown). Note also that, due to the channeling contrast, D MC and especially D MFI damage locations appear differently.
Three typical examples of the detailed 3D shape of a D MC damage location are shown in Fig. 8 . A number of observations could be made from these and other depth profiles measured in the specimen interior.
(1) As expected, the 3D shape of the martensite islands is irregular and the fracture occurs always at the smallest cross section, or at least a small cross section. In other words, the microstructural configuration within the martensite islands seems to be play a secondary role, in agreement with [47] . (2) The D MC locations are typically surrounded on one or both sites by a D MFI location, see, e.g., micrographs b and i in Fig. 8 . This is a strong indication that martensite cracking triggers martensite-ferrite interface damage, because the force previously carried by the martensite island must be fully transferred to the neighboring ferrite matrix after the martensite cracking. Notice also that D MC -to-D MFI mechanism is activated already at the relatively low small strain of 16 %, in agreement with Fig. 7c . (3) The fact that the D MFI location has opened up and has therefore become visible for micrographic observation in the SEM-BSE images also means that the surrounding ferrite must have strained heavily to accommodate the martensite crack opening displacement, which is typically in the order of hundreds of nanometers.
In addition, all recorded high-resolution SEM-BSE images (with a total area of 38200 lm 2 ) were processed with the above-mentioned damage quantification methodology, i.e., similar to Fig. 5c at 16 % strain, especially when considering the differences in image contrast mode used. Detailed investigation of the 3D connections revealed that the 202 damage counts in these stacked images could be traced back to 81 3D damage zones and approximately half of the D MFI incidents Fig. 7 Seven examples of insitu SEM observation (at the specimen surface) of the finegrained microstructure (a), which exhibits damage evolution under biaxial loading initiated by martensite cracking (solid circles in images (b)) at the early stages of deformation, followed by extreme localized plasticity in the surrounding ferrite (arrows in images (c)), followed by large deformation zones (dashed ellipses in images (d)). All images are sized 10 9 10 lm originate from a martensite cracking event (D MC ), which may explain the increase in D MFI from PST to BAT loading, observed in Fig. 5 .
Finally, it is noted that, with this insight in the 3D character of coupled D MC -D MFI damage incidents, it cannot be excluded that the damage incidents at a ferrite grain boundary or inside the grain interior (D FGB and D FGI ) are in fact caused by a martensite island above or below the surface of observation, and thus should have been counted as D MFI . However, due to the relative unimportance of D FGB compared to D FGI , this would not alter the conclusions.
Conclusions part A
In all, it can be concluded that the D MFI -D MC hypothesis is supported by many different forms of experimental and numerical evidence. Especially, the mechanism that spreads out the deformation over a larger ferrite area (the diffuse deformation zones) is interesting, as it seems to be the cause for the delay of global localization. For this necking retardation mechanism to be effective, however, the damage incidents need to be well enough dispersed, such that the early burst of D MC damage in BAT does not result in global localization by connection of D MC damage localizations. Therefore, next, the influence of microstructure features (grain size and martensite volume percentage) is investigated. Figure 9 compares the BAT deformation of the finegrained (l FG ), coarse-grained (l CG ), and high martensite (l HM ) microstructures, with respect to the damage incident densities obtained with the damage quantification methodology (Fig. 9a-c) , the simulated hydrostatic stress fields (Fig. 9d-f) , and simulated plastic strain fields (Fig. 9g-i Fig. 8 High-resolution 3D profiles of typical damage incidents in the specimen interior in BAT-strained (e Mises = 16 %) fine-grained (l FG ) microstructure, consistently showing a martensite crack at its center (e.g., image f of damage incident (i)) surrounded by severe plastic straining location (e.g., image b 'above' and image i 'below'). The depth profile layers are separated *300 nm (along one of the two loading directions, LD) and the SEM channeling contrast images were taken halfway through the sheet thickness direction (TD) initial increase that reduces toward higher strains already before the point of necking. This suggests that the abovementioned causal connection between D MFI and D MC is also active at larger grain size and higher martensite content. On a more subtle note, for l CG , the ratio of D MFI to D MC is slightly larger than those for the two other microstructures and the initial increase of D MC is slightly less steeper. Perhaps, the number of ''thin martensite bridges'' is lower for the l CG microstructure which leads to fewer MC incidents.
Variation of microstructure

Influence of grain size
The isolated influence of grain size is investigated by comparing the l FG and l CG microstructures: a reduction in grain size corresponds to an increase in D MFI and D MC densities and, especially, earlier damage initiation at low strains (Fig. 9a, b) . These effects could be caused by the same grain size effect underlying the well-known HallPetch relation between the yield (and flow) strength and the grain size, which is explained by the obstruction of plastic slip at the grain and/or phase boundaries causing dislocation pile-up, thereby locally increasing the stress level at the boundaries. Indeed, the experimental global stressstrain curves in Fig. 1d show this increase in yield and flow strength. The D MFI -D MC hypothesis would predict that a faster rise of the stress level at the martensite-ferrite boundaries (due to a reduction in ferrite grain size) results in more and earlier D MC damage and, due to the D MC -D MFI causality, in more D MFI damage, thus explaining the observed differences between Fig. 9a, b . The evolutions of the simulated hydrostatic stress also show significantly higher stress concentrations in the martensite islands of the l FG microstructure, but this is a direct result of the higher ferrite yield strength used, see Table 1 , which indirectly takes into account the Hall-Petch effect.
Influence of martensite volume fraction
To investigate the isolated influence of martensite volume fraction, next, the l CG and l HM microstructures are compared: an increase in martensite volume fraction results in an increase in D MC damage, whereas it does not seem to significantly impact D MFI (Fig. 9b, c) . The increase in D MC is attributed to the stress increase due to the reduction of plastically deforming ferrite phase resulting in a compact network of the harder martensite phase. Indeed, a pronounced increase in stress level (at equal global strain) is seen in the simulated hydrostatic stress fields (Fig. 9e  versus 9f) . Interestingly, the increase in D MC with increasing martensite volume fraction is not followed by an increase of D MFI . This may be the result of the lower probability that a D MC location is adjacent to an open ferrite area that is large enough (and thus the constraint by the surrounding martensite network low enough) to develop extreme localized plasticity, identified as D MFI . As a direct consequence, the areal density of diffuse deformation zones, which are initiated from a D MFI sites as shown in Fig. 7d , will also be lower. This is precisely what is also seen in the simulated fields of the plastic strain, which for higher martensite volume fraction shows large regions with low ferrite strain, see, e.g., the lower left corner of Fig. 9i . In other words, the compact martensite network in the l HM microstructure prevents the plastic straining around a D MC location from spreading out to surrounding ferrite grains. Indeed, as a consequence of the fact that this spreading of plastic straining is hampered, Fig. 9i also reveals a number of local spots where the plastic strain peaks to a level far above the maximum strain found in Fig. 9g , h.
Retardation of plastic instability
Let us next focus on the global localization behavior of these three microstructures. Comparing the necking behavior of l CG with l HM , a large reduction in global localization strain is observed, which can be related to the increase in martensite volume fraction. Global localization involves connection of the above-mentioned diffuse deformation zones into a global strain percolation path, which, for DP steel, will obviously run through the available ferrite grains. For l HM , less strain percolation paths form, and hence each percolation path must strain more to accommodate the same applied global strain, therefore earlier reaching the point of global localization. This reduction of the number of percolation paths is clearly seen in Fig. 9i , which only shows one pronounced percolation path (running from upper left to lower right corner). Figure 9 also shows that necking takes place at higher equivalent strain for l FG compared to l CG . Because the martensite volume fraction is the same for l FG and l CG , another mechanism must be at play, which may be explained as follows. Global localization is controlled by the weakest percolation path and, for l CG compared to l FG , less diffuse deformation zones need to be connected to complete a percolation path over the full sample thickness or width. Therefore, taking into account the large spread of grain properties and geometries, the percolation paths in l CG will exhibit a larger variability. As a result, the strength of the critical (weakest) percolation path will be smaller in l CG , which explains its lower global localization strain. The same mechanism was found to control the necking behavior observed in tensile tests of aluminum strips with very few grains over the specimen width [48] , for which in-situ DIC strain maps showed direct evidence that weaker localized percolation paths develop when the grain size is increased, triggering earlier global localization. For our case, this possible explanation would indeed be supported by the strain fields in Fig. 9g , h, which shows that the number of percolation paths is higher in the l FG microstructure.
Finally, when the case of l FG is directly compared to that of l HM , it is interesting to note that the damage evolution at small strains looks quite similar, see Fig. 9a , c. However, there is a major difference, which exhibits itself in the observation of a higher flow stress as well as a higher fracture strain, see Fig. 1d . Of course, the above-mentionedinserting many barriers in the microstructure that increase the hydrostatic stresses. It is crucial, however, that these barriers break open easily enough (as is the case in l FG and not in l HM ) such that plasticity spreads out subsequently to the surrounding matrix in order to prevent early necking.
Microstructure design
The role of the damage mechanisms in the localization and fracture behavior is critical. Without damage mechanisms, there is no stress release by diverging localized plasticity to non-local (diffuse) plasticity, thus the stress keeps on building up, leading to early necking. Of course, stress release can only activate a necking retardation mechanism when damage sets in before strain percolation paths have formed. In turn, early damage formation requires high hydrostatic stress built up at early stages of deformation, which can be achieved by microstructural refinement due to the grain size effect, while it also strongly depends on the loading conditions. For instance, for BAT, much higher hydrostatic stresses build up compared to UAT and PST, see Fig. 6 , which may explain the unusually high BAT necking strain (Fig. 5 ) compared to typical forming limit diagrams which show the highest necking strain for UAT.
Based on these insights, it is anticipated that the ideal microstructure combining high strength with high ductility can be achieved through microstructural refinement, e.g., by careful design of a nano-grained DP. The hard phase (e.g., martensite) should be tailored to surround the softer grains with an approximately uniform layer that is strong enough to drive up the stress, but with enough weak spots that can lead to damage relatively easily, resulting in a high dispersion of damage locations, each activating a diffuse deformation zone, and thereby effectively retarding global localization. This mechanism may be the underlying reason for the recent success of nano-grain dual-phase steels [9] . The diffuse deformation and resulting strain hardening in the ferrite grains adjacent to the voids may also explain earlier observations that for DP steels the classical mechanism of ductile failure through void initiation, growth, and coalescence only becomes relevant close to the moment of final failure, i.e., after global localization has set in [46] .
General conclusions
An extensive experimental-numerical campaign was set up to characterize, in a statistically relevant manner, the evolution of the key ductile damage mechanisms up to failure, for three strain paths and three well-controlled dual-phase microstructures. From the in-depth analysis, the following main conclusions can be drawn:
• A chain of damage events was hypothesized, in which plastic straining in ferrite grains triggers fracture of martensite islands and subsequently damage in neighboring ferrite, causing diffuse straining in a larger ferrite area. This hypothesis is supported by various direct and indirect evidence.
• An interesting necking retardation mechanism was elucidated, in which the diffuse straining in combination with strain hardening may postpone the formation of a global strain percolation path. This mechanism is enhanced for finer microstructures, in which the damage initiation sites as well as the resulting diffuse deformations zones are more dispersed.
Based on these new insights, a route to circumvent the well-known competition between high strength versus high elongation was proposed by exploiting the concept of microstructural refinement to greater depths.
